DFARs Compliant while Empowering Your Business Processes with Customers and Subs on DoD Approved Cloud
Deploy SaaS Quickly

DoD Approved

$5M Prior AF Sales

$250K BIF

Patented COTS

$400K Cloud Contracts
1st Local Cloud Success Story
AF Working with Selected Contractors*

Now Supporting AF Acquisition Process

AF Small Business Innovative Research Contracts*

AF Technology Acceleration Program*
DoD Approved Cloud Success Story
Working with AF and 30 AFRL Contractors

• **1st Its Secure** DFARs requirements+ for DoD Approved Cloud

• **2nd Team works, stores and transmits** (see how simple it works later)

• **3rd Improve Processes** with Customer(s) Primes & suppliers
Secure Cloud Success Story
AF Working with Their Contractors

What’s next

• **1st Detailed training** includes getting started set up trial (no cost)

• **2nd Help Desk** on an “as needed” basis for any specific problem

• **3rd Work Securely with your Customer & Suppliers** with a simple & secure way to measure selected milestones
Secure Cloud Success Story
AF Working with Their Contractors
reduce email responsible for 90% of cyber attacks

• Collaborate with Customer, Subs and Suppliers
• Status of work 24/7 in secure folders
• Metrics for Customers & Subs
• Process Improvements

Better Contract Performance
Now being used for SBIR Contractors and Government

Demo

Screen Shots
Thursday, 14 December, 2017

FlowVU Solutions
Improving Your Processes made Simple

End User Configurable Folder approach provides your end users with the ability to quickly capture, manage and improve their process milestones with metrics and securely without custom coding.

Secure Ad-Hoc Collaboration with Team and Customer

Accomplish the work required by the milestones using our patented AdHoc Flow™. End users securely launch a workflow in seconds to their selected participants. You now work secure with government, primes and subs at a secure site as easy to use as an email, but encrypted.
Configured Milestones in Secure Folders
Secure AdHoc Workflows
Simple as Emails But More Secure
Next Step for Additional Benefits
Work with 10 day trial evaluation
And get DFAR Better Results & Compliance

• Bridge your security to DoD Approved Cloud
• DoD has High Priority move to Commercial Cloud
• FlowVU in production at DoD Approved Cloud
Working with AF Now*

*Small Business Innovation Research & Technology Acceleration Program

Website: flowvusolutions.com
Contact: Eric Van Hoose
937-531-6680, ext. 4122
evanhoose@vhainc.com